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"I had the privilege of working closely with Marvin and McKinsey for many years.
This book makes Marvin come to life and perpetuates him as a role model." -Peter
F. Drucker "A wonderful book about a wonderful man. In many ways, Marvin's
McKinsey framed the hypotheses in our own search for excellence-for example,
passion for values, belief in people as the prime resource, and willingness to let
people experiment. As well as I thought I knew Marvin, however, this remarkable
book, drawing on the collective memories of those who worked most closely with
him, taught me a ton about how extraordinary the man really was and what made
him that way. Many have called Drucker the man who invented management; I
think history will conclude that both he and Marvin Bower share that pedestal."
-Bob Waterman, coauthor of In Search of Excellence "Marvin Bower became a
legend, not just within McKinsey & Company, but within professional services and
the business world more broadly. In everything he did and said, he embodied the
professional approach and the importance of values. This book sheds remarkable
insight on a remarkable man and on the power of constancy of purpose." -Ian
Davis, Worldwide Managing Director, McKinsey & Co. "It is as Marvin would have
wanted it-simple, honest, fact-based, wonderful stories with a long-term
perspective. An insightful read about the father of management consulting." -Lois
Juliber, retired COO, Colgate-Palmolive "This book provides fascinating insight into
the early days of modern management consulting. It is an extremely enlightening
look at the origin of one of America's most important professions and one of
America's most innovative leaders." -Thomas H. Lee, founder, Chairman, and
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President, Thomas H. Lee Partners L.P.

The Ascent of Babel
The 10th anniversary edition, with new chapters on the crash, Chimerica, and
cryptocurrency In this updated edition, Niall Ferguson brings his classic financial
history of the world up to the present day, tackling the populist backlash that
followed the 2008 crisis, the descent of "Chimerica" into a trade war, and the
advent of cryptocurrencies, such as Bitcoin, with his signature clarity and expert
lens. The Ascent of Money reveals finance as the backbone of history, casting a
new light on familiar events: the Renaissance enabled by Italian foreign exchange
dealers, the French Revolution traced back to a stock market bubble, the 2008
crisis traced from America's bankruptcy capital, Memphis, to China's boomtown,
Chongqing. We may resent the plutocrats of Wall Street but, as Ferguson argues,
the evolution of finance has rivaled the importance of any technological innovation
in the rise of civilization. Indeed, to study the ascent and descent of money is to
study the rise and fall of Western power itself.

State of Denial: Bush at War
Expedition leader John Hunt's account of the first ascent of Mount Everest's summit
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in 1953 by Sir Edmund Hillary and Sherpa Tenzing Norgay.

Tearing Down the Walls
In Means of Ascent, Book Two of The Years of Lyndon Johnson, Robert A. Caro
brings alive Lyndon Johnson in his wilderness years. Here, Johnson’s almost mythic
personality—part genius, part behemoth, at once hotly emotional and icily
calculating—is seen at its most nakedly ambitious. This multifaceted book carries
the President-to-be from the aftermath of his devastating defeat in his 1941
campaign for the Senate-the despair it engendered in him, and the grueling test of
his spirit that followed as political doors slammed shut-through his service in World
War II (and his artful embellishment of his record) to the foundation of his fortune
(and the actual facts behind the myth he created about it). The culminating
drama—the explosive heart of the book—is Caro’s illumination, based on
extraordinarily detailed investigation, of one of the great political mysteries of the
century. Having immersed himself in Johnson’s life and world, Caro is able to reveal
the true story of the fiercely contested 1948 senatorial election, for years shrouded
in rumor, which Johnson was not believed capable of winning, which he “had to”
win or face certain political death, and which he did win-by 87 votes, the “87 votes
that changed history.” Telling that epic story “in riveting and eye-opening detail,”
Caro returns to the American consciousness a magnificent lost hero. He focuses
closely not only on Johnson, whom we see harnessing every last particle of his
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strategic brilliance and energy, but on Johnson’s “unbeatable” opponent, the
beloved former Texas Governor Coke Stevenson, who embodied in his own life the
myth of the cowboy knight and was himself a legend for his unfaltering integrity.
And ultimately, as the political duel between the two men quickens—carrying with
it all the confrontational and moral drama of the perfect Western—Caro makes us
witness to a momentous turning point in American politics: the tragic last stand of
the old politics versus the new—the politics of issue versus the politics of image,
mass manipulation, money and electronic dazzle.

The Ascent of Money
This book is about the final frontier for women: having control over your own body,
whether in zones of conflict, in rural villages, on university campuses or in your
own kitchen. Recent studies by economists such as Jeffrey Sachs and social
scientists such as Isobel Coleman claim that women who gain such control--who
are not oppressed--are the key to economic justice and the end to violence in
developing countries around the world. Ascent of Women will describe the perilous
journey that brought women to this point. It will tell the dramatic and empowering
stories of change-makers and examine the stunning courage, tenacity and wit they
are using to alter the status quo. It is the story of a dawning of a new revolution,
whose chapters are being written in mud-brick houses in Afghanistan; on Tehrir
Square in Cairo; in the forests of the Congo, where women still hide from their
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attackers; and in a shelter in northern Kenya, where 160 girls between 3 and 17
are pursuing a historic court case against a government who did not protect them
from rape. Women revolutionaries in Toronto and Nairobi, Kabul and Caracas, New
York City and Lahore are making history. Women the world over are marching to
protest honour killing, polygamy, stoning and a dozen other religiously or culturally
sanctified acts of violence. Sally Armstrong will bring us these voices from the
barricades, inspiring and brave.

The CEO
The best-selling author of A Year by the Sea and A Walk on the Beach explains how
women can identify one's authentic self, providing insights and step-by-step
techniques to help women move beyond the roles they play in relationships to
others to reclaim their individuality, nurture long-neglected talents, revitalize
personal goals, and redefine oneself. Reprint. 40,000 first printing.

The Tumultuous History of the Bank of America
CLICK HERE to download a sample from The Last Step * A mountaineering classic *
Conflict, hardship, endurance, triumph -- it's all here in Ridgeway's extraordinary
story In September 1978, Rick Ridgeway, Jim Wickwire, Lou Reichardt and John
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Roskelley stood atop K2, the first Americans ever to achieve this victory. Under the
leadership of Jim Whittaker, they and their teammates had spent 67 days on the
mountain, nearly all of them above 18,000 feet, where the stresses of high-altitude
living, of monotonous food, of confinement in tiny tents for day after day of
frustrating storms had worn them down to the core. The Last Step is Rick
Ridgeway's inside story of this extraordinary expedition. It's about the people who,
battered by the mountain and their isolation, overcame their individual fears,
desire, and disappointments to work together to get somebodyñanybodyñto the
top of K2. It's about the glorious success the team achieved, and about the perilous
bivouac Jim Wickwire spent just below the summit without food, oxygen or shelter
in temperatures of -40F.

The Firm
The New York Times Bestseller #1 Wall Street Journal Bestseller The essential
leadership playbook. Learn the principles and guiding philosophies of Bill Gates,
Jeff Bezos, Ruth Bader Ginsburg, Warren Buffett, Oprah Winfrey, and many others
through illuminating conversations about their remarkable lives and careers. For
the past five years, David M. Rubenstein—author of The American Story, visionary
cofounder of The Carlyle Group, and host of The David Rubenstein Show—has
spoken with the world’s highest performing leaders about who they are and how
they became successful. How to Lead distills these revealing conversations into an
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indispensable leadership guidebook. Gain advice and wisdom from CEOs,
presidents, founders, and master performers from the worlds of finance (Warren
Buffett, Jamie Dimon, Christine Lagarde, Ken Griffin), tech (Jeff Bezos, Bill Gates,
Eric Schmidt, Tim Cook), entertainment (Oprah Winfrey, Lorne Michaels, Renee
Fleming, Yo-Yo Ma), sports (Jack Nicklaus, Adam Silver, Coach K, Phil Knight),
government (President Bill Clinton, President George W. Bush, Ruth Bader
Ginsburg, Nancy Pelosi), and many others. -Jeff Bezos harnesses the power of
wandering, discovering that his best decisions have been made with heart and
intuition, rather than analysis. -Richard Branson never goes into a venture looking
to make a profit. He aims to make the best in field. -Phil Knight views Nike as a
marketing company whose product is its most important marketing tool. -Marillyn
Hewson, who grew up in a fatherless home with four siblings in Kansas, quickly
learned the importance of self-reliance and the value of a dollar. How to Lead
shares the extraordinary stories of these pioneering agents of change. Discover
how each luminary got started and how they handle decision making, failure,
innovation, change, and crisis. Learn from their decades of experience as pioneers
in their field. No two leaders are the same.

Means of Ascent
There is but one aim: the summit, the summit of Mount Everest.What starts with a
trouble-free trek into the Nepalese highlands explodes into a gripping tale of
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hardship, peril, and adversity. Pushed beyond their physical and mental limits,
climbers drop by the wayside. Their primal instincts for survival battle with their
dogged resolve to drag themselves to the top of the world. But the focus remains:
battle to the summit, and if successful, somehow get back down again.White
plunges the reader into a land of subzero temperatures, asphyxiating air, and ever
increasing danger. Base Camp and the world above it come to life in this riveting,
true novel. The inner workings of an Everest expedition team and what it takes to
climb the world's highest mountain are laid bare. Some return from the death zone
injured. Some do not return at all.Success and failure vie for supremacy
throughout.This personal, day-by-day chronicle takes the reader along every step
of an Everest climb. A must for climbing enthusiasts, lovers of adventure, and
adrenaline junkies; the closing chapters will leave you breathless.

Secrets of the Wolves
A behind-the-scenes, revelatory history of the controversial consulting firm traces
its decades-long influence in both business and political arenas, citing its role in
the establishment of mainstream practices and modern understandings about
capitalism while evaluating the failures that have compromised its reputation.
60,000 first printing.
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Forced Ascent
People with soft skills succeed in the job market. Do you have them?More and
more companies are rejecting the graduates with top grades or the employees
with technical experience in favor of those who have the soft skills necessary to
build relationships/teams and generate business. Unfortunately, these are the
same skills that most colleges and universities fail to teach, leaving millions of
students totally unprepared to face the stiff competition for those prized positions
and opportunities for advancement.From Campus to Corporate fills that gap.
Whether you're a new graduate or an employee looking to move up, this book
explains exactly what you need to know to become the collaborative, gracious, and
poised team player that companies are looking for today. Broken down into easy to
implement business best practices, you'll learn: How to effectively use the 5 C's of
interpersonal skills: Communication, Critical thinking, Connection, Collaboration
and Creativity Why personal responsibility is essential to your success The
etiquette skills that govern proper professional behavior and make you stand out
as a "class act" The new art of dressing for success

Into Thin Air
In the midst of the most disastrous economic climate of Wall Street’s history, one
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executive has weathered the storm more deftly than any other: Jamie Dimon,
chairman and CEO of JPMorgan Chase. In 2008, while Dimon’s competitors watched
their companies crumble, JPMorgan not only survived, it made an astonishing $5
billion profit. Dimon’s continued triumph in the face of an industry-wide meltdown
has made him a paragon of finance. In Last Man Standing, award-winning journalist
Duff McDonald provides an unprecedented and deeply personal look at the
extraordinary figure behind JPMorgan’s success. Using countless hours of
interviews with Dimon and his full circle of friends, family, and colleagues, this
definitive biography is by far the most comprehensive portrait of the man known
as the Savior of Wall Street. Now, in an updated prologue, McDonald offers insight
into the future of Wall Street and how Dimon will overcome the challenge of
aggressive new regulation from Washington—and how he plans to continue to
thrive as the world’s preeminent banker.

A Weekend to Change Your Life
"A sinister version of The Perfect Storm. Thrilling."--Sunday Times (UK) For readers
of The Perfect Storm, Between a Rock and a Hard Place, and Into the Wild There's
nothing that armchair adventure lovers relish more than a gripping true story of
disaster and heroism, and Last Man Off delivers all that against a breathtaking
backdrop of icebergs and killer whales. On June 6, 1998, twenty-three-year-old
Matt Lewis had just started his dream job as a scientific observer aboard a deepPage 11/30
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sea fishing boat in the waters off Antarctica. As the crew haul in the line for the
day, a storm begins to brew. When the captain vanishes and they are forced to
abandon ship, Lewis leads the escape onto three life rafts, where the battle for
survival begins.

Last Man Off
An exploration of the ways in which the mind produces and understands language,
for the general reader who wishes to discover the secret of language.

The Real Deal
The second installment in The Wolf Chronicles finds Kaala struggling with the
consequences of forming the first mixed wolf-human pack.

Ascent of Women
A behind-the-scenes look at Wall Street's top banker Jamie Dimon is Wall Street's
biggest player. Following the 11th-hour rescue of Bear Stearns by JP Morgan, his
profile has reached stratospheric levels. The House of Dimon goes behind the
scenes to recount the amazing events that shaped Dimon's career, including his
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rise to prominence as Sandy Weill's protégé at Citigroup, only to be fired and
denied the top spot; his orchestration of the JP Morgan acquisition of BankOne, a
deal that brought Dimon back to Wall Street as CEO of JP Morgan; and the drama
surrounding the purchase of Bear Stearns and Washington Mutual–two
opportunistic deals that helped avert government bailouts. Lively and engaging,
the book provides insider accounts of how Dimon successfully integrated acquired
companies; reorganized underperforming units; created efficiencies; and grew
bottom-line results as the consummate hands-on manager. Through interviews
with Dimon, Weill, JP Morgan board members, and people who worked with Dimon,
readers will gain insight into Dimon's management style and his ability to inspire
outstanding performance. Most importantly, the book explains Dimon in the
context of contemporary Wall Street, an environment that has destroyed several
top CEOs and led to the demise of several major financial institutions. Dimon has
flourished by avoiding alluring, but potentially catastrophic risks and taking
advantage of strategic opportunities. During one of the most difficult and
tumultuous periods in Wall Street history, he has survived and thrived. The House
of Dimon shows how he's done it and explores what lies ahead for Dimon, as he
attempts to grow JP Morgan in the face of the unrelenting pressures of Wall Street.
Patricia Crisafulli (Chicago, IL) is an accomplished writer and author who has
written or ghost-written 16 books on business, finance, and leadership. A former
business journalist, she was a correspondent in the Chicago bureau of Reuters
America. Crisafulli has written articles for the "Leisure & Arts" page of the Wall
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Street Journal, and has appeared on television and radio across the country.

Drawn
You're the boss. Now make an executive decision. You are the CEO of Fleece
Industries. So far, you've made all the right choices. The result: Your life's work -building a company from an idea scrawled on a bar napkin into a clothing empire -has reached a major milestone. Fleece is going to have an initial public offering
and become a publicly traded company on the New York Stock Exchange. The
instant the opening bell rings, you'll be worth tens, if not hundreds, of millions. It's
a dream come true. Unfortunately that's when things get complicated. Now come
the really hard choices. What would you do if You discovered that a rogue
employee had been cooking the books? Your mistress threatened to expose your
affair to your wife? You found yourself at the center of an insider-trading scandal?
Your daughter turned up in a sex tape on the Internet? You found yourself
considering the worst choice of all: MURDER? Step up to the plate. What would you
do if you were The CEO?

The Last Step (Legends & Lore edition)
"At 32, artist and climber Jeremy Collins found himself 'somewhere between
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college and mortgage, ' and recognized within a profound need for transformation.
Inspired in part by his intrepid friend Jonny Copp, who had died tragically in an
avalanche, Jeremy resolved to travel in the four cardinal directions - north, south,
east and west - to challenge himself in first ascents, and to explore a balance
between the pursuit of wilderness adventure and the necessity of home [This] is a
rich, textured and soulful visual exploration of summits lost and achieved.
Although climbing is Jeremy's catalyst, the more fully realized approach to life he
discovers will resonate with anyone who has ever looked out an office window and
asked, "What else is there?"--Publisher's description.

Frictionless
Equality 7-2521 finds himself out of step with the collectivist society of the future,
and discovers a means to freedom in Ayn Rand’s fable of the individual in conflict
with society. First published in 1938, Anthem takes place in a dystopian future
world in which humanity is enduring a new dark age, human life is regimented in
every respect and personal identity has been all but snuffed out by a totalitarian
government. The narrator, writing his story in secret, realizes he is a criminal
simply for having thoughts of his own. Exploring the ruins of a previous civilization
he discovers relics, conducts forbidden experiments and learns enough to question
the very structure of his society. Can he share this knowledge with his fellow
citizens? The author strips the relationship of humanity to civilization down to its
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bare essence in this modern parable that starkly illuminates the challenge an
oppressive government presents to individuality. With an eye-catching new cover,
and professionally typeset manuscript, this edition of Anthem is both modern and
readable.

The Summits of Modern Man
When Amelia Earhart disappeared on July 2, 1937, she was flying the longest leg of
her around-the-world flight and was only days away from completing her journey.
Her plane was never found, and for more than sixty years rumors have persisted
about what happened to her. Now, with the recent discovery of long-lost radio
messages from Earhart's final flight, we can say with confidence that she ran out of
gas just short of her destination of Howland Island in the Pacific Ocean. From the
beginning of her flight, a series of tragic circumstances all but doomed her and her
navigator, Fred Noonan. Authors Elgen M. and Marie K. Long spent more than
twenty-five years researching the mystery surrounding Earhart's final flight before
finally determining what happened. They traveled over one hundred thousand
miles to interview more than one hundred people who knew some part of the
Earhart story. They draw on authoritative sources to take us inside the cockpit of
the Electra plane that Earhart flew and recreate the final flight itself. Because
Elgen Long began his own flying career not long after Earhart's disappearance, he
can describe the equipment and conditions of the time with a vivid first-hand
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accuracy. As a result, this book brings to life the primitive conditions under which
Earhart flew, in an era before radar, with unreliable communications, grass landing
strips, and poorly mapped islands. Amelia Earhart: The Mystery Solved does more
than just answer the question, What happened to Amelia Earhart? It reminds us
how daring early aviators such as Earhart were as they risked their lives to push
the technology of the day to its limits -- and beyond.

The House of Dimon
The Ladies' Book of Etiquette, and Manual of Politeness
This apocalyptic tale by the author of Frankenstein envisions a future world
devastated by plague. Misunderstood by contemporary readers, Mary Shelley's
1826 precursor to the science fiction novel has reemerged to critical acclaim.

ASCENT
In September 1948, K. S. Ramachandran was on a train to Madras, anxious about
his uncertain future. After securing a BSc. Honours degree in Physics, he had
obtained a first-class certificate in wireless technology in Mumbai with the intention
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of pursuing a science-based career. But when his instructor refused to give him a
letter of recommendation, he knew he could not become an aircraft navigator. At
his father’s behest, Ramachandran wrote the competitive exam for the Indian
Administrative Service. Which is how, just one year after his despondent return,
Ramachandran found himself among 30 finalists chosen from an applicant pool of
over 7,000 – for one of the country’s most elite cadres. Ramachandran was
assigned to Odisha, then among the most backward states in the country. In
Ascent, Ramachandran chronicles not just his personal evolution in the IAS but
unfolds the parallel transformation of the state over the course of his career. With
his grasp of technical detail, a grandmaster’s instinct for stratagem, and his ability
to find humor in difficult situations, Ramachandran tirelessly sought and often
secured successful outcomes. Corruption and political meddling are an inescapable
part of public administration. Ramachandran was framed in a conspiracy case
which mired him in 10 years of litigation. He refused to yield a nanometer of his
principles. Finally exonerated, he went on to establish and head NALCO, one of
India’s pre-eminent public sector companies. Ascent is a triumphant affirmation of
the timelessness of integrity and hard work. In a time of cynicism, this book
inspires one to believe that values lend us the wings to rise to any occasion.

The Ascent of Everest
Led by the reliably under-insightful Binder, a team of seven British men including
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Dr Prone (constantly ill); Jungle the route finder (constantly lost), Constant the
diplomat (constantly arguing) and 3,000 Yogistani porters, set out to conquer the
highest peak in the Himalayas. An outrageously funny spoof about the ascent of a
40,000-and-a-half-foot peak, "The Ascent of Rum Doodle" has been a cult favourite
since its publication in 1956.

From Campus to Corporate
The New York Times and USA Today Bestseller! She possessed a stunning beauty.
She also possessed a stunning mind. Could the world handle both? Her beauty
almost certainly saved her from the rising Nazi party and led to marriage with an
Austrian arms dealer. Underestimated in everything else, she overheard the Third
Reich's plans while at her husband's side, understanding more than anyone would
guess. She devised a plan to flee in disguise from their castle, and the whirlwind
escape landed her in Hollywood. She became Hedy Lamarr, screen star. But she
kept a secret more shocking than her heritage or her marriage: she was a scientist.
And she knew a few secrets about the enemy. She had an idea that might help the
country fight the Nazisif anyone would listen to her. A powerful novel based on the
incredible true story of the glamour icon and scientist whose groundbreaking
invention revolutionized modern communication, The Only Woman in the Room is a
masterpiece.
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The Ascent of Rum Doodle
In his unmissable new book Bob Woodward takes the reader on an inside journey
from the start of the Iraq War in 2003 right up to the present day, providing a
detailed, authoritative account of President Bush's leadership and the struggles
among the men and women in the White House, the Pentagon, the CIA and the
State Department. With Bush well into his second term, Woodward breaks new
ground, as he has in his thirteen previous international bestsellers, including BUSH
AT WAR and PLAN OF ATTACK. Woodward puts the Bush legacy in historical
context as he shows this presidency in action in a way that is normally seen only
years after a chief executive leaves office. He describes how Bush and his team
have attempted to change the way that wars are fought, and put together a reelection campaign while re-inventing their strategy for the invasion and occupation
of Iraq over and over again. Here is the behind-the-scenes story of this
administration -- meetings, conversations, and memos; conflicts, manoeuvring,
and anguish -- as key administration figures provide a full view of the first
presidency of the twenty-first century.

How to Lead
When Jon Krakauer reached the summit of Mt. Everest in the early afternoon of
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May 10,1996, he hadn't slept in fifty-seven hours and was reeling from the brainaltering effects of oxygen depletion. As he turned to begin the perilous descent
from 29,028 feet (roughly the cruising altitude of an Airbus jetliner), twenty other
climbers were still pushing doggedly to the top, unaware that the sky had begun to
roil with clouds Into Thin Air is the definitive account of the deadliest season in the
history of Everest by the acclaimed Outside journalist and author of the bestselling
Into the Wild. Taking the reader step by step from Katmandu to the mountain's
deadly pinnacle, Krakauer has his readers shaking on the edge of their seat.
Beyond the terrors of this account, however, he also peers deeply into the myth of
the world's tallest mountain. What is is about Everest that has compelled so many
poeple--including himself--to throw caution to the wind, ignore the concerns of
loved ones, and willingly subject themselves to such risk, hardship, and expense?
Written with emotional clarity and supported by his unimpeachable reporting,
Krakauer's eyewitness account of what happened on the roof of the world is a
singular achievement. From the Paperback edition.

The Leadership Mindset
The Ladies' Book of Etiquette, And Manual of Politeness: A Complete Handbook for
the Use of the by Florence Hartley, first published in 1872, is a rare manuscript, the
original residing in one of the great libraries of the world. This book is a
reproduction of that original, which has been scanned and cleaned by state-of-thePage 21/30
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art publishing tools for better readability and enhanced appreciation. Restoration
Editors' mission is to bring long out of print manuscripts back to life. Some
smudges, annotations or unclear text may still exist, due to permanent damage to
the original work. We believe the literary significance of the text justifies offering
this reproduction, allowing a new generation to appreciate it.

Last Hours on Everest: The gripping story of Mallory and
Irvine’s fatal ascent
Ascent Into Hell
Chris Gordon has never had an easy relationship with the White House. Now, after
rescuing his goddaughter from a secret base in New Hampshire, it's reached a new
low. You drop one little asteroid onto the continental United States and the entire
government goes crazy. On top of that Halloween is fast approaching and demons
are popping through into our world every which way. Forced into the world of high
level politics, Chris and Tanya and their merry crew will have to stay two steps
ahead of just about everyone if they're going to have a chance in hell of preventing
all Hell from breaking loose.
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Too Much Is Not Enough
Remember when Trump was a great boss, a great father, and a great
businessman, before the liberal media rewrote that narrative? That’s still the real
Trump. Longtime Trump Organization executive and attorney George A. Sorial saw
the real Trump firsthand, from the early days of The Apprentice to the passing of
power to the younger generation before the inauguration. He learned from his boss
how to use chaos, the media, and a single-minded focus to achieve things
everyone else said were impossible. He learned how to predict what the world’s
least predictable leader would do next. In The Real Deal, George A. Sorial and
Damian Bates, a former newspaper editor who has covered Trump for years,
explain the forty-fifth president’s business and political strategies in detail. Often
what looks complicated is just a man giving the people what he wants. For
instance, why would Trump run for president, when winning would be a financial
disaster for him? He was forced to set aside his TV contracts and international
expansion, costing him hundreds of millions of dollars. The answer is: because
everyone he talked to wanted him to run to make America great again. In this book
we see a man barely recognizable from the media’s depiction. We see the
deliberate and cunning reasons he scolds people, gets impatient with complicated
briefings, hires neophytes, and starts fights in the media. We also see a boss who
was hard-working, fun, well read, generous with opportunities, and endlessly
interested in outside opinions. The mainstream media has tried to undermine the
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president at every turn by spreading lies about his management abilities, his
negotiation style, and his business success. Now, in The Real Deal, George A. Sorial
and Damian Bates explain how Trump’s unusual style worked so well for
decades—and how it’s working better in the White House than anyone realizes.

Amelia Earhart
Traces the life and career of the financial mogul from his early days as a
disadvantaged Brooklyn son of Jewish immigrants to his entrepreneurial triumphs
with Solomon Smith Barney and Citigroup. Reprint. 35,000 first printing.

Last Man Standing
From the star of Broadway's The Book of Mormon and HBO's Girls, the heartfelt
and hilarious coming-of-age memoir of a Midwestern boy surviving bad auditions,
bad relationships, and some really bad highlights as he chases his dreams in New
York City With a new afterword * "Candid, funny, crisp . . . honest and tender about
lessons of the heart."--Vogue When Andrew Rannells left Nebraska for New York
City in 1997, he, like many young hopefuls, saw the city as a chance to break free.
To start over. To transform the fiercely ambitious but sexually confused teenager
he saw in the mirror into the Broadway leading man of his dreams. In Too Much Is
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Not Enough, Rannells takes us on the journey of a twentysomething hungry to
experience everything New York has to offer: new friends, wild nights, great art,
standing ovations. At the heart of his hunger lies a powerful drive to reconcile the
boy he was when he left Omaha with the man he desperately wants to be. As
Rannells fumbles his way towards the Great White Way, he also shares the drama
of failed auditions and behind-the-curtain romances, the heartbreak of losing his
father at the height of his struggle, and the exhilaration of making his Broadway
debut in Hairspray at the age of twenty-six. Along the way, he learns that you
never really leave your past--or your family--behind; that the most painful, and
perversely motivating, jobs are the ones you almost get; and that sometimes the
most memorable nights with friends are marked not by the trendy club you danced
at but by the recap over diner food afterward. Honest and hilarious, Too Much Is
Not Enough is an unforgettable look at love, loss, and the powerful forces that
determine who we become.

McKinsey's Marvin Bower
Serial entrepreneur Christiane Lemieux describes the new rules of
entrepreneurship and business, arguing that visionary startups leverage the
concept of “frictionless” to beat their competitors. Based on interviews with dozens
of startup founders, experts and scholars on entrepreneurship, Frictionless
provides readers with a wide-ranging education in starting companies that thrive in
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the world of frictionless commerce—made possible by new technologies, a new
mindset, and new demands from Millennial consumers. Working with bestselling
author and journalist Duff McDonald, Lemieux also shares her own story—lessons
learned, failures absorbed—at the helm of DwellStudio (which was acquired by
Wayfair) and her latest venture, The Inside. Some founders profiled in the book are
reducing friction in their own business models, others reduce friction through
improved customer experiences, and still others are revolutionizing their
operations to create frictionless organizations. Readers will glean lessons from the
founders of well-known companies such as Instant Pot, Bonobos, Hims, and Halo
Top—as well as upstarts Billie, Dame Products, and Convene. Frictionless outlines
the groundwork necessary for getting a company up-and-running and explains how
companies make and market products and services while meeting the demands of
their customers and employees today. Frictionless is the essential handbook for
creating tomorrow’s mind set and competitive advantage.

McColl
An expert mountaineer cracks Everest’s most intriguing mystery - did Mallory and
Irvine reach the summit before they perished on its slopes?

The Only Woman in the Room
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Presents a biography of the innovative CEO of Nationsbank

First Ascent
"What transformed pure physical delight into something deeper was the fact that
no-one had been here before" Discover the fascinating stories of the men and
women who have scaled the world's highest peaks. Featuring accounts of some of
the world's most treacherous mountain climbs, this amazing collection covers the
ascent of Mont Blanc in the 1780s, the golden age of alpine climbing which saw the
Matterhorn and the Bietschhorn conquered, as well as the climbing of the great
summits of the Americas and the Himalayan peaks, Everest and Annapurna. First
Ascent is a unique survey of human achievement and a tribute to the adventurous
spirit of mountaineers past and present.

The Last Man
Mountaineering has served as a metaphor for civilization triumphant. A fascinating
study of the first ascents of the major Alpine peaks and Mt. Everest, The Summits
of Modern Man reveals the significance of our encounters with the world’s most
forbidding heights and how difficult it is to imagine nature in terms other than
conquest and domination.
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The Golden Passport
With The Firm, financial journalist Duff McDonald pulled back the curtain on
consulting giant McKinsey & Company. In The Golden Passport, he reveals the
inner works of a singular nexus of power, ambition, and influence: Harvard
Business School. Harvard University still occupies a unique place in the public’s
imagination, but the Harvard Business School eclipsed its parent in terms of
influence on modern society long ago. A Harvard degree guarantees respect. But a
Harvard MBA near-guarantees entrance into Western capitalism’s most powerful
realm—the corner office. And because the School shapes the way its powerful
graduates think, its influence extends well beyond their own lives. It affects the
organizations they command, the economy they dominate, and society itself.
Decisions and priorities at HBS touch every single one of us. Most people have a
vague knowledge of the power of the HBS network, but few understand the
dynamics that have made HBS an indestructible and dominant force for almost a
century. Graduates of HBS share more than just an alma mater. They also share a
way of thinking about how the world should work, and they have successfully
molded the world to that vision—that is what truly binds them together. In addition
to teasing out the essence of this exclusive, if not necessarily “secret” club,
McDonald explores two important questions: Has the school failed at reaching the
goal it set for itself—“the multiplication of men who will handle their current
business problems in socially constructive ways?” Is HBS complicit in the moral
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failings of Western capitalism? At a time of soaring economic inequality and
growing political unrest, this hard-hitting yet fair portrait offers a much-needed
look at an institution that has had a profound influence not just in the world of
business but on the shape of our society—and on all our lives.
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